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Abstract

This paper deals with the efficient simulation of rotating effects steady flows

as in turbomachinery or any rotating machines. To take into account the

rotating nature of the flow,the frozen rotor approach being the most popular

and widely used approach. This techniques is of course valid to simulate

any rotating parts not only rotors, it was given this name since it was first

proposed to turbomachines. It is also known in a more general contexts as

as multiple rotating frame (MRF). It consists on building axisymmetric in-

terfaces around the rotating parts and solve for the flow in different frames

(static and rotating). This paper aimed to revisit this technique and propos-

ing a new algorithm (VMRF) where the geometrical interfaces (part of the

CAD) that separate the rotating parts are replaced by a virtual ones cre-

ated at the solver level by a simple user input of few points locations and/or

parameters of basic shapes, rendering the method easy to implement espe-
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cially for edge-based numerical schemes, very simple to use and avoiding any

re-meshing (required by the MRF approach) one needs to change interface

position, shape or simply remove or add new one,that frequently happened

in practice.This drastically reduces the processing time. The new approach

is explained in details in the context of cell-vertex finite volume method. To

assess the performance of the new algorithm, the classical MRF is imple-

mented following a multi-zone domain decomposition approach and results

are compared to the proposed VMRF

Keywords: Inviscid flow, MRF, finite volume, frozen rotor,CFD,

turbomachines

1. Introduction

Simulating rotating effects is a major concern in many field where the

fluid dynamics plays a sensitive role. For instance, in turbomachinery, accu-

rate and cost effective simulation of vortex flow caused by fixed and rotating

frames interaction is one of the major problems widely studied. Such ma-

chines are extensively used in many industries including aerospace [1, 20],

automotive [2], ventilation [3], power generation, chemical manufacturing

[4], petroleum exploration [5] and others. This demonstrates the importance

of turbomachines optimal design which should be based on a realistic flow

simulation. Many techniques to simulate rotating effect have been developed

in the literature including the single rotating frame method, multiple rotat-

ing frame method, sliding surface method and so on. The multiple rotating
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frame (MRF) technique [6], known as well as a frozen rotor approach in

turbomachinery, is one of the mostly used for steady flows simulation. The

technique consists of creating a physical interface between rotating and static

parts of the geometry, then solve the Navier-Stokes equations in a relative

frame (associated to the rotating part) and in a stationary frame. Informa-

tion is transferred through the interface between different zones. In it current

version, such a method is not easy to implement and to use; first of all you

need to create the interface at the CAD level which is not always an easy

task, in particular for strongly connected rotating and static parts.Then you

need to use a mesher capable to mesh more than one sub-domain.

Apart from geometrical manipulation, the interface has no physical exis-

tence but created for a numerical simulation considerations. Two different

set of equations (in stationary and rotating frame) are solved at both sides

of the interfaces, so their positions will affect the results and convergence

[7]. The optimal position is unfortunately not trivial and could not be ac-

curately defined before running the simulation. Therefore we may need to

adjust the position of the interface at the CAD level and remesh the domain

many times. Finally a suitable boundary condition at the interface should

be imposed.

To overcome these shortcomings, we propose in this paper a simplified

version (algorithm), we refer to it by VMRF (virtual multiple rotating frame).

In this version one single mesh is used and the interfaces are created virtu-

ally at the solver level rendering the method in one hand easy to implement,
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indeed, no need for different meshes as in the classical MRF, that requires

modifying the data structure of existing codes, and no need to implement in-

terpolation methods at the interface of different domains. In the other hand,

it is very easy to use, since no need to create the interfaces at the CAD level

which could be a tricky task in cases of strong connexions between rotating

and non-rotating parts of the geometry, and finally any adjustment of the in-

terfaces is straightforward by a simple modification in the solver input data,

therefore no need to modify the CAD and remesh the geometry reducing sen-

sibly the processing time. The new algorithm will be explained in the context

of cell-vertex finite volume method and we will show that in this context its

implementation is quite straightforward. For the validation of the proposed

algorithm, both methods, VMRF and the classical MRF (using a multizone

approach) are implemented in BBIPED (Bcam-Baltogar industrial platform

for engineering design), a CFD platform being developed using open source

SALOME (grid generator)[8] and SU2 (CFD solver) [9] as library. Numeri-

cal tests are performed and results of both methods, commercial codes and

experimental data are compared. For the sake of simplicity only Euler equa-

tions are considered, but the full Navier-Stokes equations could be treated

in similar way.

2. Governing Equations

The averaged equations governing three dimensional compressible inviscid

flow are formulated relative to a Cartesian (x1, x2, x3) coordinate system, over
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